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Case Study: Rahat Relief Distribution
COVID-19 Aid Distribution at Chitwan, Nepal using 
Blockchain based app “Rahat”
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Overview

Natural disasters and pandemics such as Covid-19 create challenging 

situations for anyone affected- especially underprivileged and vulnerable 

communities.  Humanitarian aid at such times becomes vital to provide 

relief. However, providing relief becomes more challenging after 

disasters strike. With the limitations in infrastructure and services in the 

rural and remote areas, distributing aid at times becomes inconvenient 

and inefficient, our system “Rahat”, provides a very simple, efficient, and 

transparent process to support underserved communities and help them 

get the most out of the aid that is being allotted to them. 

Rahat, which means relief in the Nepali language, is a relief distribution 

management system. Rahat uses mobile-based blockchain tokens for 

emergency response and recovery programs. Rahat is based on 

blockchain technology to enable relief distribution digitally by sending 

digital tokens to the beneficiaries using the One-Time-Password (OTP) 

that is further verified by the merchants’ mobile app through a 

blockchain network.

OBJECTIVES

● Test Rahat platform's 

functioning and 

efficiency in rural Nepal

● Test usage of QR codes 

● Involve local social 

mobilizer to liaise with 

beneficiaries and 

vendors

RESOURCE

https://reliefweb.int/rep

ort/nepal/impact-covid-1

9-households-nepal-third

-round-mvam-household-

livelihoods-food-security

Fig : Photo taken during pilot at Chitwan with Chepang communities
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Executive Summary

The Rahat team carried out its third trial of aid-distribution on 1 March 2021  

to underprivileged Chepang communities to distribute allotted relief through 

the Rahat ecosystem and also to test out its application & gain feedback from 

its users. This was the first pilot in a rural area in Nepal. The application and 

process were piloted with 3 local vendors & 110 female headed households 

deprived of employment and access to nutritional food because the 

government imposed a nation-wide lockdown after the coronavirus outbreak 

in Nepal. Aid agency, “Dhana Yoga Foundation” provided a funding of  $1500 

for relief distribution. We also mobilized a local group - The Inner Wheel Club 

of Bharatpur, Chitwan- to facilitate the pilot project. The recipients collected 

their cash/commodity aid on the same day and the vendors were reimbursed 

within the same day. 

This pilot, we tested “Unique QR cards” - all beneficiaries did not have access 

to phones. The tokens were assigned to each beneficiary’s unique QR cards 

which was supposed to be received by the vendor through scanning the QR 

cards through merchant app of Rahat platform. Since we had intermittent 

internet, we unfortunately had issues with using our online vendor application. 
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RESOURCE
https://www.paho.org/di
sasters/dmdocuments/pe
dhumen.pdf

DID YOU KNOW?

Humanitarian assistance is 

beneficial to disaster 

victims and can play an 

important role in the 

development of the 

country if it is properly 

coordinated and responds 

to real needs
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Planning

As part of the pilot, we onboarded our local partner and social mobilizer, “The Inner Wheel Club (IWC) of 

Bharatpur”. IWC is a team of women community leaders who work on social activities to support their community. 

Since the villages did not have internet & mobile data services,  we used QR-code based cards in order to track the 

unique identity of each beneficiary which included their unique phone number. The tokens encrypted on QR code 

cards were distributed to the beneficiaries & the beneficiaries were able to get relief by showing those QR code 

cards to the assigned nearest local vendors. This overall system was tracked through the Rahat Dashboard. 

1. Beneficiaries selection: With geographical and infrastructure challenges, the Chepang people living in Khet 

bari & Pipaltar villages are deprived of basic needs for life. The community’s livelihood is dependent on 

agriculture which is usually only sufficient for 6 months. With Dhana Yoga Foundation’s leadership, Rahat 

team worked with local partners allotted relief  to the female headed Chepang community through the 

Rahat ecosystem.

2. Vendor Selection: Three vendors were selected from the Chepang communities from where the 

beneficiaries usually buy their products. 
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Fig: Unique QR code cards of beneficiaries involved in relief distribution on pilot 3.0 Chitwan
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Orientation session to social mobilizer and vendors: 

Social mobilizer was first onboarded and trained through an orientation program provided by Rumee Singh, 

CEO & Co-founder of Rahat and then the vendors were trained by the social mobilizer on the field. In the 

session, everyone was briefed about the Rahat cycle, QR card scanning process along with the pilot 

programs’ rules, and procedures. 

Distribution of Food Materials to Beneficiaries:

Beneficiaries were handed the QR code cards by social mobilizers. The beneficiaries visited to the local 

vendors and showed their unique QR cards to the vendors. Then the vendors scanned the QR cards and 

transferred the assigned tokens from each beneficiary. In exchange of the tokens from QR cards, the vendor 

handed  the relief food package to the beneficiaries.

Rahat team gathered feedback from some beneficiaries after relief distribution. Beneficiaries shared that 

the process was easy to receive the relief food package from local vendors from where they usually buy 

their products. They also said that they did not have to wait for long & was easy to have their unique QR 

code cards. 
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Fig 2 : Relief Distribution from local vendor to Beneficiaries at Chitwan
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Deployment and Implementation

Three vendors in the Khet Bari and Pipaltar area of Chitwan area assisted 

to distribute the aid to 110 beneficiaries each.  The output of the pilot was 

to help resilience to food insecurity which benefited to the Chepang 

communities as Rahat’s aid provided access to livelihood resources. The 

pilot used  QR-code based cards in order to track the unique identity of 

each beneficiary.

Deployment and Implementation

Though the initial plan was to have vendors register to Rahat mobile 

wallets on their mobile phones, and confirm transactions through Rahat, 

vendors were unable to do so because of internet issues. Thus, the social 

mobilizers worked closely with the vendors to confirm beneficiaries list and 

their unique cards to confirm the legitimacy of the need. 

Once the beneficiary shared their unique QR cards to vendors, the vendor 

provided the beneficiaries with the allocated food materials  All vouchers 

were redeemed few hours  after the aid distribution. 

Since we were unable to use the vendor app, social mobilizers manually 

confirmed the relief distribution completion and handed over a cheque to 

the vendors. 

Fig 3: Beneficiary 
showing her unique 
QR card to vendor for 
receiving goods from 
Rahat Platform

https://rahat.esatya.io/
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Fig: Happy faces of 
Chepang women 

(beneficiary) after 
receiving relief items 

from local vendor

Conclusion

The pilot project's timely delivery was one of the key successes to the 

beneficiaries. This pilot was a big step for us as we tested waters in rural 

areas especially targeting the female headed households. Onboarding a 

social mobilizer smoothened the logistic processes - especially it added in 

accountability when we were unable to process the vendor app transaction. 

The pilot though only partly "technically" successful, was a big learning for 

us to understand ground reality and how we should morph our system to 

be more impactful.
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Fig 3: Social mobilizer explaining the relief distribution process through the help 
of QR cards
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RESOURCE

Learn more about cash 
transfer process - 
https://www.calpnetwor
k.org/resources/ 

Lessons Learned

● Technology

○ Offline vendor application is needed to avoid dependency in internet

○ Access to beneficiary registration for social mobilizers will make the process efficient

● Communication/ Process

○ Social mobilizers add value and accountability to programs

○ Proper onboarding process for social mobilizer should be mapped out

○ Feedback documentation and process need to be finalized

○ Beneficiaries need to understand why and how their cards are unique to them
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